NEWS RELEASE

2017 San Antonio Post Event Report
October 16, 2017 – Techno Security & Digital Forensics Conference wrapped up its 1st expansion
edition last month after three days of education, networking and exhibits. The goal of expanding the
brand to other regions within North America proved successful with attendees and sponsors alike
expressing their satisfaction with the event and the desire to see it continue.
The 2017 conference program featured 68 sessions led by 72 industry experts organized under the
primary tracks of Audit/Risk Management, Forensics, Investigations, Information Security, and Sponsor
Demos. Session topics ranged from Dark Web, Internet of Things, Mobile Forensics, Drone Forensics,
Social Media Discovery and Apps to Vehicle Forensics, The Cloud and Cyber Security Threats and
Solutions as well as several new software/technology demonstrations.
The launch event welcomed more than 350 verified registrants. Participants hailed from 38 states, the
District of Columbia, and from 10 different countries.
The event also featured 26 exhibiting companies which included:
AccessData; Ace Technology Partners, LLC; Arbor Networks, Inc.; Atola Technology; Cellebrite Inc.;
Digital Intelligence, Inc.; ESET LLC; Forensic Computers, Inc.; Guidance Software, Inc.; HTCI EDAS
FOX LLC; Int'l Assn of Computer Investigative Specialists; Logicube, Inc.; Magnet Forensics Inc.;
MSAB, Inc.; Naval Criminal Investigative Service; OSForensics; Oxygen Forensics; Securcube s.r.l.;
Susteen, Inc.; SysTools, Inc. – MailXaminer; Tracker Products, LLC; Tritech Forensics, Inc.; Truxton;
Virtual Forensic Computing (VFC); Vound Software; and Whooster.
The Techno Security & Digital Forensics Conference brand has grown into one of the most important
resources for corporate network security professionals, federal, state and local law enforcement digital
forensic specialists, and cybersecurity industry leaders from around the world. The purpose is to raise
international awareness of developments, teaching, training, responsibilities, and ethics in the field of IT
security and digital forensics.
The 2nd edition of the San Antonio, Techno Security & Digital Forensics Conference will be held
September 17-19, 2018 at the Hyatt Regency. For more information please visit
www.TechnoSecurity.us.
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Testimonials:
John Graham, Director of Sales and Business Development, Atola Technology
“We saw a fantastic combination of current customers, including some VERY important people and new
prospects.”
Rob Gresham, Security Solutions Architect, Phantom
"Techno Security & Digital Forensics Conference is great for folks from law enforcement/government
agency and civilian/commercial security space to network and share perspectives. By bringing these
two groups together, it allows each other to see the security problems from different levels.”
Loy Locke, Detective, San Marcos Police Department
“It was the first Techno Security & Digital Forensics Conference (San Antonio) I attended. I was
pleased with the presentations and as usual I learned something. It was also good for networking.”
Natasha Lockhart, VP Business Development, Systools
“We were very impressed with the launch of Techno Security in San Antonio. We loved the location,
engaged with some quality prospects, and are anxious to measure our ROI. We are looking forward to
adding this to our list again next year.”
Miguel Miranda, Detective/Task Force Officer, Internet Crimes Against Children Unit,
Metropolitan Police Department
“For attending this conference for the first time, after always attending the ICAC conferences, the
Techno Security conference is right up there with them.”
Harvey Nusz, PwC Contractor - GDPR Specialist and President, ISACA Greater Houston Chapter
“This is one great conference, and in the heart of Texas! I especially liked the combination of attendees
and speakers, as it mixed corporate and sole practitioners with academia, and was heavily oriented
toward forensics and cyber security with an appropriate mix of audit and compliance. The vendor mix
was just right, and I appreciated the allowance for and appreciation of industry associations. I had
several good takeaways, both in the form of ideas to pursue, and future friendships and partnering
opportunities. There were also a good number of pithy workshops where the latest ideas were
exchanged and an in-depth understanding of the subject area was achieved.”
Sherri Wallace, Ardmore Police Department
“There was a vast amount of information, knowledge and expertise shared freely to those of us striving
to learn more about the massive growing field of technology and the barriers that we face daily. Great
conference!”
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